
Religion and Philosophy

Term What is taught to pupils?

Year 7
Autumn
Term

What is the love of wisdom?

● Socrates and Questioning
● Plato and Knowledge
● Aristotle and Logic
● Seneca and Stoicism
● Confucius and Infinite Knowledge

Year 7
Spring Term

What do Abrahamic faith stories reveal about God?

● the Abrahamic faiths
● Stories from Judaism
● Stories from Christianity
● Stories from Islam

Year 7
Summer
Term

How do creation narratives shape what it means to be human?

● foundation and creation myths
● the story of Genesis
● scientific accounts of the origins of life
● Non-religious world views
● Hindu creation stories

Year 8
Autumn
Term

Is the concept of God coherent?

● arguments about design
● arguments about cause and effect
● arguments about right and wrong
● the naming of God

Year 8
Spring Term

To what extent do religions reflect or react to society?

What do Abrahamic faith stories reveal about God?
What are the Abrahamic faiths?
What links them all?
What is the Abrahamic covenant?
What is contested about the story of the sacrifice of Isaac?

Year 8,
Summer
Term

Why is Christianity the way it is?

How do Creation narratives shape what it means to be human?

What questions do social scientists have about religion?
Why are origin stores important to humans?
What do the Genesis narratives say about the human condition?
What are the different ways that Genesis can be read?
What does Genesis teach Christians about what it means to be human?

Year 9 Autumn
Term

What does it mean to be good?

What makes an action good?
Dilemmas
Utilitarianism
Evaluating Utilitarianism
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Year 9
Spring Term

What is Religion?

What are the human sciences?
What questions do the human sciences ask religion?
What is religion?
Pascal Boyer: insight into his philosophical thinking
Freud: insight into his psychological views on religion
Marx: insight into his sociological views on religion

Year 9
Summer
Term
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